Abstract. The concepts of information transfer and causal effect have received much recent attention, yet often the two are not appropriately distinguished and certain measures have been suggested to be suitable for both. We discuss two existing measures, transfer entropy and information flow, which can be used separately to quantify information transfer and causal information flow respectively. We apply these measures to cellular automata on a local scale in space and time, in order to explicitly contrast them and emphasize the differences between information transfer and causality. We also describe the manner in which the measures are complementary, including the conditions under which they in fact converge. We show that causal information flow is a primary tool to describe the causal structure of a system, while information transfer can then be used to describe the emergent computation on that causal structure. 
Introduction
Information transfer is currently a popular topic in complex systems science, with recent investigations spanning cellular automata [1] , biological signaling networks [2, 3] , and agent-based systems [4] . In general, information transfer refers to a directional signal or communication of dynamic information from a source to a destination. However, the body of literature regarding quantification of information transfer appears to subsume two concepts: predictive or computational information transfer, and causal effect or information flow. That correlation is not causation is well-understood. Yet while authors increasingly consider the notions of information transfer and information flow and how they fit with our understanding of correlation and causality [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] , several questions nag. Is information transfer akin to causal effect? If not, what is the distinction between them? When examining the "effect" of one variable on another (e.g. between brain regions), should one seek to measure information transfer or causal effect? Despite the interest in this area, it remains unclear how the notion of information transfer should sit with the concepts of predictive transfer and causal effect.
Predictive transfer refers to the amount of information that a source variable adds to the next state of a destination variable; i.e. "if I know the state of the source, how much does that help to predict the state of the destination?". This transferred information can be thought a jlizier@it.usyd.edu.au of as adding to the prediction of an observer, or as being transferred into the computation taking place at the destination [13] ; as such, we will also refer to this as the computational perspective.
Causal effect refers to the extent to which the source variable has a direct influence or drive on the next state of a destination variable, i.e. "if I change the state of the source, to what extent does that alter the state of the destination?". Information from causal effect can be seen to flow through the system, like injecting dye into a river [10] . In an Aristotelian sense, we restrict our interpretation to efficient cause here (e.g. see [14] ).
Unfortunately, these concepts have become somewhat tangled in discussions of information transfer. Measures for both predictive transfer [9] and causal effect [10] have been inferred to capture information transfer in general, and measures of predictive transfer have been used to infer causality [15, 16, 11, 17] with the two sometimes (problematically) directly equated (e.g. [3, 12, 5, 8, 18, 19] ).
The notion of information transfer remains cloudy while it is used interchangeably to refer to both concepts. Our thesis in this paper is that the concepts of predictive transfer and causal effect are quite distinct: we aim to clarify them and describe the manner in which they should be considered separately. We argue that the concept of predictive transfer (or the computational perspective) is more closely aligned with the popularly understood notion of information transfer, while causal information flow should be considered separately as a useful notion in its own right. Using the perspective of information theory (e.g. see [20] ), we contend that these concepts are properly quantified by the existing measures known as transfer entropy [9] and information flow [10] respectively, and we use these measures to contrast the concepts.
For this comparison, we examine Cellular Automata (CAs) (e.g. see [21] ): discrete dynamical lattice systems involving an array of cells which synchronously update their states as a homogeneous deterministic function of the states of their local neighbors. In particular we focus on Elementary CAs (ECAs), which consist of a onedimensional array of cells with binary states, with each updated as a function of the previous states of themselves and one neighbor either side (i.e. neighborhood size 3 or range r = 1). These previous neighborhood states and the recursive chain of their previous neighborhood states form the past light-cone of a cell (i.e. the set of all points capable of having a causal effect on it) [22] . CAs provide a well-known example of complex dynamics, since certain rules (e.g. ECA rules 110 and 54 -see [21] regarding the numbering scheme) exhibit emergent structures which are not discernible from their microscopic update functions but which provide the basis for understanding the macroscopic computations carried out in the CAs [23] . These structures include particles, which are coherent structures traveling against a background domain region. Regular or periodic particles are known as gliders. Particles and gliders are important here because they are popularly understood to embody information transfer in the intrinsic computation in the CA [23] .
In particular, we examine the transfer entropy and information flow measures on a local scale in space and time in ECAs, in order to provide an explicit comparison between the two. This is the first presentation and examination of the local information flow. We demonstrate that transfer entropy as predictive transfer is more closely aligned with the notion of information transfer (when measured on causal channels), since it alone is associated with emergent coherent information transfer structures, i.e. particles in cellular automata. We also demonstrate that causality stands separately as a useful concept itself, with information flow identifying causal relations in the domain region of the CA and demonstrating the bounds of influence without being confused by correlations. We describe the manner in which these results are generalizable to other systems. Additionally, we describe the conditions and parameter settings under which a variant of the transfer entropy converges with the information flow.
On the basis of these results, we suggest that information flow should be used first wherever possible in order to establish the set of causal information contributors for a given destination variable. Subsequently, the transfer entropy measure may be used to quantify the concept of information transfer from these causal sources (only) to the destination to study emergent computation in the system.
Predictive information transfer 2.1 Transfer entropy
The mutual information (e.g. see [20] ) measures the average information in a variable Y about another variable X:
It was in the past used as a de facto measure of information transfer. Schreiber presented transfer entropy [9] in order to address deficiencies in the mutual information, the use of which was criticized in the context of information transfer as a symmetric measure of statically shared information. Transfer entropy is defined as the deviation from independence (in bits) of the state transition of an information destination X from the previous state of an information source Y 1 :
Here n is a time index, x (k) n refers to the k states of X up to and including x n , and w n is the state transition tuple (x n+1 , x (k) n , y n ). It can be viewed as a conditional mutual information I(Y ; X |X (k) ), casting it as the average information in the source y n about the next state of the destination x n+1 that was not already contained in the destination's past k states x (k) n . To ensure that no information in the destination's past is mistaken as transfer here, one should take the limit k → ∞ (written T Y →X ) though in practice finite-k estimates must be used [1] . This conditioning on the past makes the transfer entropy a directional, dynamic measure of predictive information, but it remains a measure of observed (conditional) correlation rather than direct effect. In fact, the transfer entropy is a nonlinear extension of a concept known as the "Granger causality" [24] , the nomenclature for which may have added to the confusion associating information transfer and causal effect.
We note the similar information current [25] , which measures changes in spatial information and does so on a local scale in space and time also. This measure is interpretable as an information contribution between the right and left segments of a system only for those exhibiting deterministic mechanics. Furthermore, in considering spatial information it is only defined for lattice systems, where it either measures information contribution from the right side of the system to the left (or vice-versa) but not from an arbitrary source to an arbitrary destination. As such, it remains out of scope for our comparison of information transfer and causal information flow between a specific source and destination in general multivariate systems. 1 The transfer entropy can consider transfer from l previous states of the source y (l) n , however here we consider systems where only the previous state of the source is a causal contributor to the destination, so we use l = 1.
Local transfer entropy
The transfer entropy is an average (or expectation value) of a local transfer entropy [1] at each observation n, i.e.
This may also be expressed as a local conditional mutual information:
n ), and written t Y →X (n + 1) in the limit k → ∞.
For lattice systems such as CAs with spatially-ordered elements, the local transfer entropy to variable X i from X i−j at time n + 1 is represented as:
The transfer entropy t(i, j = 1, n+1, k) to variable X i from X i−1 at time n + 1 is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . t(i, j, n, k) is defined for every spatiotemporal destination (i, n), for every information channel or direction j. Sensible values for j correspond to causal information sources, i.e. for CAs, sources within the cell range |j| ≤ r (we will see in Section 4.3 that the transfer entropy is interpretable as information transfer for these sources only). We write the average for these lattice systems over i and n as T (j, k) = t(i, j, n, k) . The transfer entropy may also be conditioned on other possible causal information sources, to eliminate their influence from being attributed to the source in question Y [9] . In general, this means conditioning on all sources Z in X's set of causal information contributors V (except for Y ) with joint state v y x,n at time step n. This gives the local complete transfer entropy [1] :
This too may be expressed as a local conditional mutual information t 
Again, we write t c (i, j, n + 1) in the limit k → ∞ and can
2 See Appendix A for consideration of an alternative method of localization of mutual information-based measures In deterministic systems (e.g. CAs), conditioning on all causal source renders t c Y →X (n + 1, k) ≥ 0 because the only possible observed value of x n+1 as determined by y n , x
has the numerator of the log term in Eq. (5) as p x n+1 |x (k) n , y n , v y x,n = 1 and a denominator less than or equal to this. Calculations conditioned on no other information contributors (as in Eq. (3)) are labeled as apparent transfer entropy, and these values may be positive or negative (see discussion in [1] ).
Finally, note that the information (or local entropy) h(i, n + 1) = − log 2 p(x i,n+1 ) required to predict the next state of a destination at time step n+1 can be decomposed as a sum of [13] :
-the information gained from the past of the destination (i.e. the mutual information between the past x (k) i,n and next state x i,n+1 , known as the active information
i,n ; x i,n+1 )); plus -the information gained or transferred from each causal source considered (in arbitrary order) in the context of that past, incrementally conditioning each contribution on the previously considered sources; plus -any remaining intrinsic uncertainty in the destination given its past and these sources.
For example, in ECAs we have no intrinsic uncertainty, and the information required to predict the next state of a cell is the sum of information gained from its past, plus the extra information from one source that was not in this past, plus the extra information from the other source that was not in the cell's past or in the first source. The conditional mutual information terms here are equivalent to the apparent transfer entropy from one neighbor plus the complete transfer entropy from the other:
Since the ordering of the sources is arbitrary, we also have:
In this way, the different forms of the transfer entropy as information transfer from causal sources can be seen to characterize important components of the total information at the destination. Importantly, note that no noncausal information sources appear in the sum of information transfer terms contributing to the total information at the destination.
Causal effect
It is well-recognized that measurement of causal effect necessitates some type of perturbation or intervention of the source so as to detect the effect of the intervention on the destination (e.g. see [26, 27] ). Attempting to infer causality without doing so leaves one measuring correlations of : information contained in the source cell Xi−1 about the next state of the destination cell Xi at time n + 1 that was not contained in either the destination's past or the other information contributing cell Xi+1. As per Section 4.3, transfer entropy should only be interpreted as information transfer when measured from within the past light-cone of xi,n. (c) Information flow f (i, j = 1, n + 1): the contribution of a causal effect from source cell Xi−1 to the next state of the destination cell Xi at time n + 1, imposing the previous states of the destination cell and the other information contributing cell Xi+1; here the source a = xi−1,n, the destination b = xi,n+1, the imposed contributors are s = {xi,n, xi+1,n} and the cells blocking a back-door path (see Section 3.1) relative to (s, a) are u = {xi−1,n−1, xi,n−1, xi+1,n−1, xi+2,n−1}.
observations, regardless of how directional they may be [10] . Here, we adopt the measure information flow for this purpose, and describe how to apply it on a local scale.
Information flow
Following Pearl's probabilistic formulation of causal Bayesian networks [26] , Ay and Polani [10] consider how to measure causal information flow via interventional conditional probabilities. For instance, an interventional conditional probability p(a|ŝ) considers the distribution of a resulting from imposing the value ofŝ. Imposing means intervening in the system to set the value of the imposed variable, and is at the essence of the definition of causal information flow. As an illustration of the difference between interventional and standard conditional probabilities, consider two correlated variables s and a: their correlation alters p(a|s) in general from p(a). If both variables are solely caused by another variable g however, even where they remain correlated we have p(a|ŝ) = p(a) because imposing a valueŝ has no effect on the value of a.
In a similar fashion to the definition of transfer entropy as the deviation of a destination from stochastic independence on the source in the content of the destination's past, Ay and Polani propose the measure information flow as the deviation of the destination B from causal independence on the source A imposing another set of nodes S. Mathematically, this is written as:
The value of the measure is dependent on the choice of the set of nodes S. It is possible to obtain a measure of apparent causal information flow I p (A → B) from A to B without any S (i.e. S = ), yet this can be misleading. For example, it ignores causal information flow arising from interactions of the source with another source variable (e.g. if b = a XOR s and p(a, s) = 0.25 for each combination of binary a and s, then I p (A → B) = 0 despite the clear causal effect of A, while I p (A → B|Ŝ) = 1 bit). Also, we may have I p (A → B) > 0 only because A effects S which in turn effects B; where we are interested in direct causal information flow from A to B only I p (A → B|Ŝ) validly infers no direct causal effect.
In this paper we are interested in measuring the direct causal information flow from A to B, so we must either include all possible other sources in S or at least include enough sources to "block" 3 all non-immediate directed paths from A to B [10] . The minimum to satisfy this is the set of all direct causal sources of B excluding A, including any past states of B that are direct causal sources:
For computing direct information flow across one cell to the right in ECAs (see Fig. 1(c) ) where a = x i−1,n and b = x i,n+1 , this means S includes the immediate past of the destination cell and the previous state of the cell on its right: {x i,n , x i+1,n }. Generalized as I p (j) for information flow across j cells to the right in any 1D CA, we have:
The major task in computing I p (A → B|Ŝ) is the determination of the underlying interventional conditional probabilities in Eq. (11) . By definition these may be gleaned by observing the results of intervening in the system, however this is not possible in many cases.
One alternative is to use detailed knowledge of the dynamics, in particular the structure of the causal links and possibly the underlying rules of the causal interactions. This also is often not available in many cases, and indeed is often the very goal for which one turned to such analysis in the first place. Regardless, where such knowledge is available it may allow one to make direct inferences. An important example is where the observed variable is known to be completely determined by the imposing set (e.g. p(b|â,ŝ) in ECAs in Fig. 1(c) can be determined as 0 or 1 from the CA rule table). Indeed, with S selected to compute direct information flow, B is determined from A and S (save for any underlying stochasticity), and one can use observational probabilities alone for p(b|â,ŝ) = p(b|a, s) when all {a, s} combinations are observed. Another example is where the observed variable remains unaffected by the imposition (e.g. p(a|ŝ) becomes p(a) in ECAs in Fig. 1(c) ) allowing one to use the observational probabilities alone independently of the imposed variable.
Furthermore, certain other cases exist where one can construct these values from observational probabilities only [10] . For example, the "back-door adjustment" (Section 3.3.1 of [26] ) 4 is an option where a set of nodes U satisfies the "back-door criteria" relative to (X, Y ), i.e. that:
1. no node in U is a causal descendant of X, and 2. U blocks every "back-door path" between X and Y .
A back-door path between X and Y is a path of causal links connecting these nodes, where the individual links in the path may point in either direction, so long as the path includes a causal link directly into X. (See footnote 3 for the definition of blocking a path.)
In that case, the interventional conditional probability p(y|x) is given by:
The back-door adjustment could be applied to p(a|ŝ) in ECAs in Fig. 1(c) with the set of nodes satisfying the back-door criteria marked there as u; for p(b|â,ŝ) the set u 2 = {u, x i−2,n−1 } would be used. In general, note that the back-door adjustment can only be applied if all relevant combinations are observed (i.e. for {y, x, u} where p(y, x, u) is strictly positive [10] ).
Local information flow
We can define a local information flow :
in a similar manner to the localization performed for the transfer entropy. The meaning of the local information flow is slightly different however. Certainly, it is an attribution of local causal effect of a on b wereŝ imposed at the given observation (a, b, s). However, one must be aware that I p (A → B|Ŝ) is not the average of the local values f (a → b|ŝ). Unlike the transfer entropy, the information flow is averaged over a product of interventional conditional probabilities (p(s)p(a|ŝ)p(b|â,ŝ), see Eq. (11)) which in general does not reduce down to the probability of the given observation p(s, a, b) = p(s)p(a|s)p(b|a, s). For instance, it is possible that not all of the tuples {a, b, s} will actually be observed, so averaging over observations would ignore the important contribution that any unobserved tuples provide to the determination of information flow. Again, the local information flow is specifically tied not to the given observation at time step n but to the general configuration (a, b, s), and thereby attributed to the observation of this configuration at time n.
For lattice systems such as CAs, we use the notation f (i, j, n + 1) to denote the local information flow into variable X i from the source X i−j at time step n + 1 (i.e. flow across j cells to the right), giving:
with s j i,r,n defined in Eq. (13).
Application to Cellular Automata
Here, we measure the local transfer entropy and local information flow to the raw states of ECA rule 54 in Fig. 2 . This rule exhibits a (spatially and temporally) periodic background domain, with gliders traveling across the domain and colliding with one another, forming the basis of an emergent intrinsic computation. We compute the required probabilities from running a 10 000 cell CA for 600 time steps. Focusing on transfer and flow one step to the right per unit time step, we measure the average transfer values being T (j = 1, k = 16) = 0.080 and T c (j = 1, k = 16) = 0.193 bits for apparent and complete transfer entropy respectively, and the information flow at I p (j = 1) = 0.523 bits. Much more insight is provided by examining the local values of each measure however, and we describe four cases within these results to highlight the differences in the measures and indeed in the concepts of information transfer and causal effect in general. These differences have been observed for transfer and flow one step to the left per unit time step (i.e. j = −1) also, and in other CAs with emergent structure (e.g. rules 110 and 18), and we comment on the generality of these results to other systems.
For the information flow, p(b|â,ŝ) is measured using observations only as per the back-door adjustment described in Section 3.1 (unless otherwise stated), to minimize reliance on knowledge of the underlying dynamics.
Coupled periodic processes may be highly causal
As an extension of the example of coupled Markov chains in [10] to more complex dynamics, we first look at the background domain region of the CA where each cell executes a periodic sequence of states. The four time step period of the (longest) sequences is longer than any one binary-state cell could produce alone -the cells rely on interaction with their neighbors to produce these long sequences. We see that the local transfer entropies t(i, j = 1, n, k = 16) and t c (i, j = 1, n, k = 16) vanish here in Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 2(e) [1] , while the local information flow f (i, j = 1, n) in Fig. 2(b) measures a periodic pattern of causal effect at similar levels to those in the glider/blinker regions.
Both results are correct, but from different perspectives. From a computational perspective, the cells in the domain region are executing information storage processes -their futures are (almost) completely predictable from their periodic pasts alone [1] 
i,n )) so there is vanishing information transfer here (and t(i, j = 1, n, k = 16) → 0). This is clearly the case for any periodic process at the destination. Note that to achieve the long periods here, some information is stored in neighbors and retrieved after a few time steps [13] (achieving a stigmergic information storage, similar to [28] ). Indeed, the long periodic sequences in the background domain (longer than any one cell could produce alone) are necessarily underpinned by the coupled causal effect between the neighbors. From another perspective, much of the background domain is highly causal simply because had one imposed values on the sources there the destinations would have changed; hence we find the strong patterns of information flow here.
The key general result here is that the measure transfer entropy does not detect all causal effects that information flow does. This is because the concept of information transfer is focused on computation and is not intended to capture causal effect where that causal effect underpins information storage instead.
Gliders distinguished as emergent information transfer
We then examine the measurements at the gliders, the emergent structures which propagate against the background domain. Here we see that the local transfer entropies t(i, j = 1, n, k = 16) and t c (i, j = 1, n, k = 16) measure strong predictive information in the direction of glider motion in Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 2(e) [1] , while the local information flow f (i, j = 1, n) measurement in Fig. 2(b) varies little between the gliders and the background domain.
Again, both results are correct from different perspectives. The cell states in the glider region provide much stronger predictive information about the next states in the direction of glider motion than do the previous states of the destination cells (i.e. p(x i,n+1 |x
. This is why gliders have long been said to transfer information about the dynamics in one part of the CA to another (as quantified by the local transfer entropy [1] ). Indeed in Eq. (9) we see these as information transfer terms combining with information storage in computing the next state of the cell. For these reasons, we say that predictive transfer is the concept that more closely aligned with the popularly understood concept of information transfer. From a causal perspective, the same CA rules or templates {a, s} executed in the glider are also executed elsewhere in the domain of the CA -while imposing the source value does indeed have a causal effect on the destination in the gliders, the positive directional information flow here is no greater than levels observed in the domain. The measure certainly captures the causal mechanism in the gliders, but its localization does not distinguish that from the flow in the domain.
The key general result then is that information flow does not distinguish emergent computational structure (i.e. gliders) that transfer entropy does. It is possible that a macroscopic formulation of the information flow might distinguish gliders as highly causal macroscopic structures, but certainly (when applied to the same source and destination pair as transfer entropy) as a directional measure of direct local causal effect it does not distinguish these emergent structures. In this form, the causal perspective focuses on the details or micro-level of the dynamics, whereas the predictive or computational perspective takes a macroscopic view of emergent structures. It is the examination in the context of the past k states that affords this macroscopic view to the transfer entropy, and emergent structure can only be detected on this scale. Since gliders are dislocations in background patterns [29] which can only be caused by neighboring cells, the source of the glider will add information about the destination in the context of this pattern in the past k states (i.e. p(x i,n+1 |x
i,n )) and we have strong information transfer. On the other hand, information flow intrinsically cannot consider the context of the past, since imposing on x i−j,n and s j i,r,n blocks out the influence of those past k states. Finally, we note that the highlighting of the gliders by the local transfer entropy is a form of filtering for emergent structure in CAs [1] . It is not the only method of such filtering (see also: finite-state transducers which recognize the regular spatial language of the CA [29, 30] ; local statistical complexity and local sensitivity [22] ; displays of neighborhood rule templates with the most frequently occurring rules filtered out [31] ; and local information, i.e. local spatial entropy rate [32] ). However, it is the only method to do so with an explicit measure of information transfer and to provide direct quantitative evidence that gliders are information transfer agents. Fig. 2(f) measures the local apparent transfer entropy t(i, j = 2, n, k = 16) for two steps to the right per unit time step. This profile is fairly similar to that produced for one step to the right per unit time step (Fig. 2(e) ). However, this measurement suggests a superluminal transfer, i.e. transfer from outside of the past light-cone of x i,n . The result is not intuitive as we expect zero information transfer from sources that are not direct causal information contributors. This is because only causal sources are present in Eq. (9) in contributing or transferring information to the next state of the destination. What we see in this profile merely reflects a correlation between the purported source and an actual causal source one cell away from the destination: the transfer entropy will produce a non-zero result from non-causal sources whenever such correlations exist. This does not mean that the transfer entropy measure is wrong, merely that it has not been correctly interpreted here. The key general result is that in order to be genuinely interpreted as information transfer, the transfer entropy should only be applied to causal information sources for the given destination. Beyond these sources, it only measures correlations that do not directly contribute or transfer information into the computation that determines the next state of the destination.
Information transfer to be measured from causal sources only
To check the correctness of the information flow measure, we apply it here assuming the CA is of neighborhood-5 (i.e. two causal contributors on either side of the destination with r = 2). As expected, the local information flow profile computes no causal effect across two cells to the right per unit time step (not shown). Importantly however, note that the information flow could not be measured using observational data alone for either j = 1 or j = 2 in neighborhood-5 (since the CA does not produce all of the required {s, a} combinations for computing p(b|â,ŝ)); specific knowledge about the dynamics was required for the calculation.
Furthermore, measuring the complete transfer entropy t c (i, j = 2, n, k = 16) in this neighborhood results in a zero predictive information profile (not shown). This is because all the information h(i, n + 1) required to predict the next state of the destination is contained within the interior r = 1 neighborhood for this deterministic system. This information is represented in the right-hand side of Eq. (9), and is a subset of the conditioned variables in the expansion of t c (i, j = 2, n, k = 16) as i(x i,n+1 ; x i−2,n |x
i,r=2,n ). This measurement aligns well with the zero result for information flow. Significantly, only the complete transfer entropy is able to make its inference using the available observational data alone, though both measures require the correct neighborhood of other causal contributors to be a subset of those conditioned on or imposed here.
Complete transfer entropy as an inferrer for information flow
The parallels between the complete transfer entropy and the information flow go beyond similar inference of a lack of influence. Consider the profile of t c (i, j = 1, n, k = 1) in Fig. 2(c) -note how similar it is to the profile of the local information flow in Fig. 2(b) . Note also that the average value T c (j = 1, k = 1) = 0.521 bits is almost identical to the information flow I p (j = 1) = 0.523 bits.
Convergence of the complete transfer entropy and direct information flow occurs with the combination of one parameter setting and two conditions which are approximated in this example:
1. the parameter k for the complete transfer entropy was set to include only the past states of the destination that are causal information contributors to its next state; 2. the condition that all {a, s} combinations are observed (this condition is relevant for averages but not local values); 3. the condition that p(a|ŝ) ≡ p(a|s) (which for example is met where a is both causally and conditionally independent of s).
We describe why these conditions lead to convergence in the following paragraphs.
With history length k = 1 here the numerators of the local measures Eq. (5) and Eq. (15) in fact become equal. This is enabled because with the history length k set to include only the past states of the destination that are causal information contributors to its next state 5 -no more, no less -the complete transfer entropy conditions on the same variables that the direct information flow imposes upon. That is, as shown in Eq. (12) (5) with k set in this manner. Building on this enabling then, since we are measuring direct information flow we have p(b|â,ŝ) = p(b|a, s) when the {a, s} combination is observed (as stated in Section 3.1). This parameter setting then ensures the numerators of the local measures Eq. (5) and Eq. (15) are the same.
Note that for the combinations of {a, s} which are not observed p(b|a, s) is technically undefined; this is not relevant for local values of either measure (since the given {a, s} must have been observed), or the average complete transfer entropy, but for the information flow these terms revert to p(b|â,ŝ) and contribute additionally to I p . For convergence of the averages T c Y →X (k) and I p (A → B|Ŝ) only, it is thus required that all {a, s} combinations are observed. The condition is met in this example.
Consider now that if the condition p(a|ŝ) ≡ p(a|s) is also met, then the denominator of Eq. (15) 
becomes p(b|s).
With s referring to the same variables as x This final condition is approximated but not quite exactly met in the CA example. As described in Section 3.1, we have p(a|ŝ) ≡ p(a) for the information flow here. We note that this final condition would still be met if in fact p(a) = p(a|s) (i.e. p(y n |x (k) n , v y x,n ) = p(y n ) in the notation for Eq. (5)). That is, there is a class of systems which satisfy this condition because the source is both causally and conditionally independent of the other causal contributors to the destination. The CA example approximates the sub-condition p(a|s) = p(a). In Fig. 1 we see that while both a = x i−1,n and s = {x i,n , x i+1,n } have two common sources ({x i−1,n−1 , x i−1,n }), a has one extra and s has two extra sources that are not shared. It is these unshared sources that cannibalize the correlation between s and a. The small correlation here is confirmed by the KullbackLeibler divergence (see [20] ) of p(a|s) from p(a) (i.e. the mutual information between a and s) which is very low (0.01 bits) for j = {1, −1} for rule 54 here. The divergence is still low, but larger for other ECA rules with emergent structure (i.e. 0.03 bits for rule 110 and 0.13 bits for rule 18). Nonetheless, the non-zero divergence confirms that the condition is not precisely met. Finally we note that where the previous conditions (including p(a|ŝ) ≡ p(a)) were met, the difference between the local values due to p(a|s) = p(a) may be written as:
or for the CA as:
log 2
Interestingly this difference is independent of the source value, a = x i−j,n .
Where one cannot intervene in the system, and does not have the required observations to use a method such as the back-door adjustment, the local complete transfer entropy could provide a useful inference for the local information flow profile. Within one's control is to set the history length k to include only the past states of the destination that are causal information contributors to its next state. The history length parameter k therefore has an important role in moving the (complete) transfer entropy between measuring information transfer (at large k) and approximating causal effect (at minimal k). Outside of one's control is whether the other conditions are met; errors begin to be introduced where they are not. We note that there is a wide class of systems where the source a is causally independent of the other causal contributors to the destination s (i.e. p(a|ŝ) ≡ p(a)), and though errorprone a subsequent assumption of conditional independence (i.e. p(a|s) = p(a)) is a maximum entropy assumption.
Importantly, the complete transfer entropy must condition on the correct neighborhood of causal sources. This knowledge is missing in the important application where one is inferring causal structure in a multi-variate time series. It is possible that the transfer entropy itself could be used to iteratively build an inference of the causal contributors for a given destination by incrementally conditioning on previously inferred sources (reminiscent of Eq. (9)). This would be done by incrementally identifying the next source which provides the most statistically significant transfer entropy conditioned on the previously identified sources, until all (deterministic) information in the destination is accounted for. Such a method combines the multi-variate source selection of [3] with the complete transfer entropy and the statistical significance tests of [17] . Testing this method is left for future work.
Finally, we note that while the complete transfer entropy can at least function in the absence of observations spanning all possible combinations of the variables, if crucial combinations are not observed it can give quite incorrect inferences here. For example, consider the classical causal example of a short circuit which causes a fire in the presence of certain conditions (e.g. with inflammable material), while the fire can also be started in other ways (e.g. overturning a lighted oil stove) [33] . If one never observes the short circuit in the right conditions, without the other fire triggers, the transfer entropy is in fact unable to infer a causal link from the short circuit to the fire.
Discussion and Conclusion
The concepts of information transfer and causal effect have often been confused. In this paper, we have demonstrated the complementary nature of these concepts while emphasizing the distinctions between them. On an informationtheoretical basis, information flow quantifies causal effect using an interventionist perspective, while transfer entropy quantifies information transfer by measuring a (conditional) correlation on a causal channel. We have explored the subtle yet distinct differences between these concepts using a local scale within cellular automata.
Causal effect is a fundamental micro-level property of a system. Information flow should be used as a primary tool (where possible) to establish the presence of and quantify causal relationships. There are situations where this is not possible (e.g. where one has no ability to intervene in the system, no knowledge of the underlying dynamics, and cannot apply a method such as the back-door adjustment to observational data). Then, under certain parameter settings (i.e. with history length k set to include only the causal contributors from the destination's past) and conditions the complete transfer entropy converges with the information flow, and may still provide a reasonable inference where these conditions are approximated. The apparent transfer entropy is not applicable here since it cannot discern correlation from causal effect, and neither apparent nor complete transfer entropy with large k is suitable since these measure predictive information transfer rather than direct causal effect. Note that for both the information flow or complete transfer entropy, it is crucial that they be applied imposing or conditioning the correct set of other causal variables -the task of building knowledge of this correct set is left for investigation in future work.
Information transfer can then be analyzed in order to gain insight into the emergent computation being carried out by the system, e.g. via gliders in CAs. Importantly, the transfer entropy should only be measured for causal information contributors to the destination, otherwise its result cannot be interpreted as information transfer. To do so, both the apparent and complete transfer entropy should be used, with history length k set as large as possible. These are complementary measures which allow one to assess the composition of information storage, transfer and interactions in a system [13] . Information flow is not suitable for the analysis of emergent computation, since in representing causal effect it takes too microscopic a viewpoint, and provides no method for describing the composition of information in the computation. and in particular how to estimate it from observational data. JL thanks John Mahoney for discussions regarding measuring transfer entropy from non-causal sources, and the Australian Research Council Complex Open Systems Research Network (COSNet) for a travel grant that partially supported this work.
